By Darrel Tarasewicz

The MIT budget is being set for the coming year, and reveals activities that will include the allocation of more funds to the student body. The Student Activities Committee is conducting a survey to determine the amount of funds needed to support the activities of the student body. The survey will be conducted by the Student Activities Committee. The results of the survey will be used to determine the amount of funds needed to support the activities of the student body. The survey will be conducted by the Student Activities Committee. The results of the survey will be used to determine the amount of funds needed to support the activities of the student body.
UA will sponsor ethics colloquium

This colloquium is organized around the MIT Colloquium Committee, which has the broad goal of including all the living groups to try to be inclusive as much of the community as possible. This colloquium is “driven largely by student energies,” a distinct change from the past, Merritt said.

Cambridge may have broken EPA parking rule

MIT does operate two commercial parking lots — at the corner of Massachusetts Ave. and Vassar St. and at the corner of Ames St. and Main St., Milne said.

The Institute Colloquium program began three years ago as the brainchild of former Professor Frank Morgan ’74. Five different colloquia were held, covering such topics as South Africa and apartheid, AIDS, Japanese and American economic competition, and image making.

The Tech News Hotline: 253-1541
Kidnappers threaten US hostages

Once again, kidnappers threatened the safety of American hostages in Lebanon. The latest warning came in a typewritten statement accompanied by a photo of American hostage Joseph Cicippio, from a group that also claims to be holding American Edward Tracy. The kidnappers expressed unhappiness with a French proposal to send UN troops to police Lebanon's stalled presidential elections, saying they would use all their cards, including the safety of the hostages, to fight the plan.

Chile celebrates Pinochet's defeat

Thousands of Chileans are celebrating Wednesday's bout-box victory over General Augusto Pinochet. Jubilant Santiago residents tossed confetti, marched in the streets, and shouted, "He has fallen!" Wednesday's crushing re-election defeat of Pinochet marked the safety of the hostages, to fight the plan.

Johnson steroid controversy continues

There is another development in the Ben Johnson Olympic drug scandal. A company that sells the drug Stanozolol, which is the steroid found in Johnson's system after the 100 meters, said it sold some of it to Johnson's doctor, George Astaphan. A spokesman for Sterling Research says company officials have found a record of the sale. The doctor has denied giving Johnson the drug.

Polls show Bentenst defeated Quayle

A US official said the Senate Department team briefing freed Indian hostage Mithileshwar Singh in West Germany is getting a lot of "raw information" that could be helpful in learning about the other hostages in Lebanon. Singh reportedly has told the team that he and the three other Americans were frequently moved by their abductors to thwart efforts to locate them.

Freed hostage gives information

The Defense Department said it is cutting the cost estimate for the first phase of President Reagan's proposed space-based defense system, "Star Wars." As the image was dropped from $112 billion to $69 billion. And it said the first stage of the missile defense system could be available in a decade. However, Senate Armed Services Committee Chairman Sam Nunn says the cost figure should be regarded skeptically. He says such estimates typically fail during the planning stages but rise when production begins.

VA on track to Cabinet-level position

The Veterans Administration has moved a step closer to becoming a Cabinet-level agency. The House yesterday easily approved a bill transferring the VA into the government's fourteenth Cabinet department. Next stop is the Senate, where passage is also considered likely. President Reagan supports the bill too.

Weather

Today: Partly cloudy and a bit milder. Winds northwest 10 mph. High around 53°F. Lower 30s.

Saturday: Variably cloudy with scattered light rain or mixed rain and snow showers along the coast. The winds will become northeasterly along coastal sections, allowing Atlantic moisture to move onshore. Light precipitation will break out in coastal sections. Evidence of some rain showers or mixed rain and snow showers. After the low passes our area, clearing and milder weather is anticipated through early next week.

Forecast by Michael C. Morgan

Compiled by Prabhut Malha

Take out a well rounded individual.

Our individual deep dish pizza is perfectly proportioned for any single person. Or, bring home a good looking regular for two or three people. Uno's* The place for Chicago's original deep dish pizza.

* University of Chicago's Deep Dish Pizza

The Tech Catholic Community

Welcome You!


Mass
Sundays 9-12-5
MIT Chapel

Friday, October 7, 1988

The Four Cheese Pizza

DOMINO'S PIZZA

Allston
Copley Square
Fenway Hall
Harvard Square
Kenmore Square
I was surprised to see David S. Lee, one of my favorite teaching assistants, appear for his appointment on my schedule. It was the beginning of a new term, and I had initially planned to start my new job at MIT. However, he asked about my recent work and mentioned that he was working on a high-tech project. David is known for his enthusiasm and dedication to his work.

"I've been working on a new project at MIT," he said. "It involves the latest advancements in artificial intelligence and robotics. It's really exciting." I was impressed by his passion and commitment to his work.

The conversation continued for a while, and we discussed various topics related to our work and interests. It was a pleasant and informative conversation.

The session ended with David expressing his gratitude for the opportunity to meet with me and sharing his positive experience. I appreciated his professionalism and enthusiasm. Overall, it was a productive and enjoyable meeting.
CAREERS AT ADVANCED MICRO DEVICES

Set your career in motion at AMD. We've grown large enough to challenge for world-wide leadership in the semiconductor industry, innovative enough to set new standards in integrated circuit technology – like our 32-bit AM29000, the world's most powerful monolithic microprocessor. And most of all, we're smart enough to encourage our people to put their talents into action.

LOOKING FOR THE BEST

So if you're already committed to excellence and determined to make things happen in your career, we invite you to explore our current career and co-op opportunities. We're looking for graduates with BS, MS, or PhD degrees in fields such as Electrical Engineering, Computer Science, Chemical Engineering, Computer Engineering, Materials Engineering and Solid State Physics. There will also be positions available for MBAs with technical or non-technical undergraduate degrees. These positions are located in centers of important activity. We're headquartered in Sunnyvale, California, the heart of Silicon Valley, conveniently located near the cultural and natural wonders of the San Francisco Bay Area. In addition, we maintain facilities in Austin and San Antonio, Texas, an expanding corridor of high-tech business that also offers affordable housing and great recreational and educational resources.

On Campus Interviews

Wednesday, October 12

For more information, see us on campus.

We'll be here

October 17, 1988
YOU AND A CAREER IN SYSTEMS ENGINEERING
AT
AT&T BELL LABORATORIES

AT&T Bell Laboratories is responsible for research, systems engineering and development for AT&T. Our engineers and scientists are shaping tomorrow’s telecommunications.

Several AT&T Bell Labs engineers and systems engineers will visit Massachusetts Institute of Technology on Monday, October 17, 1988. They will tell you about AT&T Bell Labs, systems engineering, typical educational backgrounds, and example projects.

If you are majoring in electrical engineering, computer science, operations research, physics, mathematics, or engineering science and are interested in a career in systems engineering or just curious about what systems engineering is, come see us.

DATE: Monday - October 17, 1988
TIME: 5:00 pm - 7:00 pm
PLACE: B16-310

REFRESHMENTS WILL BE SERVED

AT&T
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

* AT&T Bell Laboratories Recruiters will be at MIT on October 18th and 19th. Visit your Campus Placement office for more information.

JET PROPULSION LABORATORY
On Campus Visit, October 27 & 28

THE TIME
NEAR FUTURE

THE PLACE
MARS

THE GOAL
JPL's

FREE!
AIRLINE RESERVATIONS & TICKETING SERVICE
CRIMSON TRAVEL
39 John F. Kennedy St. (Harvard Sq.)

CRIMSON is an official authorized agent for all airlines and there is NO EXTRA CHARGE when you pick up your tickets at CRIMSON!

IF YOU'RE TRAVELLING ON ANY OF THESE AIRLINES...
American, Eastern, United, Pan Am, Delta, TWA, Northwest, USAir, Piedmont, El Al, British Air, Qantas, Air Canada, Iberia, Lufthansa, Swiss Air, Air India, Icelandair, Alitalia, Aer Lingus, Visa, or even shuttle flights.

AVOID LONG LINES AT THE AIRPORT!

39 John F. Kennedy St. (Harvard Sq.)
OPEN MON.-FRI. 8:30 AM-7:30 PM, SAT. 9:00 AM-5:30 PM
SUNDAY, NOON to 5:30 PM
868-2600

Cambridge Rug Co.
1157 Cambridge St.
Inman Square Area
354-0740

Chemical Engineers & Mechanical Engineers

At Air Products,
We Want You!

If you’re a top-notch Chemical Engineering or Mechanical Engineering major ready for a dynamic career with a fast-growing Fortune 200 Company, we’re interested.

We are Air Products - a technology-driven manufacturer of industrial gases and chemicals. To find out more about our chemical engineering and mechanical engineering career opportunities, visit your Office of Career Services and ask about our on-campus interview schedule on Tuesday, November 1, 1988.

AIR PRODUCTS
We want to talk to you.
NAME A POWERFUL GIANT WHO EMERGED FROM JAPAN TO CHANGE THE WORLD.

No, not that giant, but a giant of a more peaceful nature. Recruit Co., Ltd. We are Japan's most innovative computer services, telecommunications and publications company.

Emerging as a powerful force in the American market, RECRUIT U.S.A., INC. would like to tell you about the wide variety of challenging positions in the U.S., as well as in Japan, for ambitious Computer Science, Liberal Arts, Engineering and Business majors. Learn more about the powerful giant who emerged from Japan by attending our information session.

INFORMATION SESSION

DATE: Fri., Oct. 14th
TIME: 4:30PM-6:30PM
PLACE: 8-105

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL 617-577-1199

RECRUIT U.S.A., INC.
A subsidiary of Recruit Co., Ltd.
COVERUP BEHIND THE IRAN CONTRA AFFAIR
Directed by Barbara Trent.
Written by Eve Goldberg.
Narrated by Elizabeth Montgomery.
Opens today at the Coolidge Corner.

BY MANAYENDRA K. THAKUR

The longstanding and bellicose practice of appealing to the lowest common denominator in order to reach a broad audience has come full circle with this film. Instead of diluting or watering down the film's content, Director/Producer Barbara Trent and Producers Gary Meyer and David Kalper have done exactly the opposite: they eagerly tackle as unusually large number of issues. This might seem at first glance to be a positive effort to convey their political convictions at a time when most filmmakers flee from controversial or volatile topics.

However, the film's vast scope crowds out any serious analysis or in-depth discussion of individual issues, and that robs the film of much of its potential impact— which is precisely what would have happened had the filmmakers reduced the film's content to soggy mush. As a result, Coverup: Behind the Iran Contra Affair erects unnecessary barriers that the audience has to overcome before the film can make its points.

The title would seem to suggest that the film examines how effective and comprehensive last year's Congressional investigation into the Iran Contra scandal was. In fact, the film also includes claims about a confession of former intelligence officials who warn “war around the world for their personal profit,” the CIA's involvement with drug traffickers, covert operations designed to overthrow governments, nuclear cutoffs and assassinations, a secret deal between the Reagan/Bush campaign and Khomeini, Oliver North's plans to suspend the Constitution during a crisis. This one simple clip easily makes the most compelling point in the entire film.

Needless to say, each one of these topics could easily fill volumes. (The report of the Iran-Contra Committee alone was over 700 pages long.) It is simply not possible for a film only about 85 minutes long to discuss this many issues with any depth or particular insight. The topics, of course, are interrelated, and the filmmakers have fascinatig implications and facts to present on many of them. However, their film has precious little room left over for substantive debate or examination of evidence to convince skeptics, and even sympathetic viewers are likely to be overwhelmed by the sheer enormity of the film's scope. The film does include some opposing views as well as visual evidence, such as video clips and still photographs, and the film is at its best during these moments. At one point, the film charges that the Congressional hearings deliberately avoided controversial topics. It then shows Chairman Daniel Inouye (D-Hawaii) accusing Rep. Jack Brooks (D-Texas) of failing to ground his plans to transform the innocuous Federal Emergency Management Agency into a tool for suspending Constitutional rights during a crisis. This one simple clip easily makes the most compelling point in the entire film.

The bulk of the film, however, falls prey to the filmmakers seeming desire to create a comprehensive testimonial to their political views. Much of the film's evidence consists of little more than quick shots of catchy words in newspaper headlines. Relevant documents are shown through, but only once or twice are any excerpts shown onscreen. Participants in the activities cited by the film are interviewed, but the evidence they have to offer is overheard or read from the filmmakers commentary by professors and Congressmen. The end result is that the film offers just enough evidence to ground its claims within reality but not enough to support its claims without additional help from sympathetic viewers. It's dismaying that the filmmakers have incorporated such a broad spectrum of issues that they can only offer hints and suggestions as proof for their staid claims.

In addition, the entire production was shot on video and then transferred to 16mm film for theatrical distribution. Consequently, the technical merits are about average for television but substantially less for 16mm film production. Because most documentaries work on shooting budgets, shooting in the more expensive 16mm format imposes the need for strong content, directors and Congressmen. The end result is that the filmmakers have incorporated most filmmakers flee from controversial topics that they can only offer hints and suggestions as proof for their staid claims.

This lack of technical quality is important because it becomes yet one more weakness that viewers must maintain while watching the film. In order for a film like this to be truly effective, it has to be air-tight intellectually and cinematically. Documentaries such as Still Killing Us Softly, If You Love This Planet, and other ars are famous precisely because they tackle their complex topics (suicide in advertising, nuclear fallout, and the McCarthy hearings, respectively) with such compelling intensity that their critics are hard pressed to find any holes in their content or technique presentation. Coverup: Behind the Iran Contra Affair does have some interesting points to make, but its content is too disposed to inspire one to overlook its numerous flaws.

FERRY CORRAL
We will corral the Prancing Horse of your dreams. Buy or Sell.

Call: Starship Trading Corp. (617) 286-4100
FAX (617) 289-4751

Ask for Roger

Play Bridge
at the MIT Bridge Club

Become a member of the MIT Bridge Club which has a history of producing National and World Bridge Champions

Everyone is welcome regardless of playing ability.
Lessons will be given by Life-Masters, the highest rank in Bridge.

We have moved!
Free Refreshments!

Thursday in Student Center (West Lounge)
Saturday in Student Center (Lobdell Meeting RM)

7:00 PM for lessons
7:30 PM game time

David Rho at 225-7722 or 621-0744
Bo-Yin Yang at 225-5865

The Fast Lane
Is For Winners

The world's fastest growing software company needs results oriented management and support people to fill management and support roles.

If You Love This Planet, Larry Oz, Bo-Yin Yang

ORACLE, the world's fastest growing software company needs results oriented management and support people to fill management and support roles. ORACLE, the world's fastest growing software company needs results oriented management and support people to fill management and support roles.

Larry Oz, Larry Oz, Larry Oz

If You Love This Planet, Larry Oz, Bo-Yin Yang

ORACLE, The world's fastest growing software company needs results oriented management and support people to fill management and support roles.

If You Love This Planet, Larry Oz, Bo-Yin Yang
Film's ambiguity insinuates intriguing Oedipal overtones

TRACK 29
Directed by Nicolas Roeg.
Written by Dennis Potter.
Starring Theresa Russell, Gary Oldman, and Christopher Lloyd.
Opens today at the Nickelsdale.

Like so many other directors, Nicolas Roeg loves to erase the distinction between reality and fantasy in his films and add a dash of incoherence as well. He does not, however, demonstrate in Track 29 the sure and guiding hand needed to successfully integrate film and dreams into a memorable experience. The striking moments in Roeg's latest film are few, and even those scenes cannot sustain their power outside the screening room.

The film opens with a young man named Martin (Gary Oldman, who strikingly portrayed St. Vincent in Sid and Nancy) International down a small winding road in the countryside. He abruptly screams out "Monstrum!" as the film cuts to a close-up of his face. Just as quickly, the film shifts its focus to a quiet little home in which Linda Henry (Theresa Russell), Roeg's real-life wife and her husband Henry (Christopher Lloyd) live, and as might be expected in a Roeg film, appearances are deceiving. It turns out that Linda is a bored alcoholic housewife whose indifference is numerous material comforts can't break the monotony of married life with Henry, who devotes all of his attention to model trains and horse racing.

Like everyone else in the film, Henry is slightly warped and psychotic. He loses his job as a physician because he neglects his patients to play manhunting games with Nurse Stein (Sandra Bernhard). The only time he comes alive is when he delivers the keynote address to a railroad exposition in town.

Henry's problems are small, however, compared to Linda's troubles. Martin sneaks up on her as she's swimming in her backyard pool and claims to be her long-lost son. But Martin is a creepy chap, alternating between childish outbursts and semi-rational proclamations like "I want to have my childhood. I'm not my father.

Linda is alternately attracted to and repulsed by Martin, and Martin acts in ways that create a bizarre sexual tension between them. The Oedipal reference becomes complete when Martin goes on a rampage against Henry and his model trains.

Director Roeg plays several cinematic tricks that make Linda (and viewer) doubt whether Martin really exists, and here lies the essential point of the film, such as it is. Linda's life is improved by some violent acts against Henry, such as the big demolition scene already mentioned; the fact is that Martin might really be a fabrication dreamed up by Linda to delegate responsibility for these acts of violence.

In addition, Roeg borrows many motifs from Alfred Hitchcock's Pumas, including an eerie house, but Roeg's film can't match the psychological impact of Hitchcock's masterpiece. And Track 29 clearly has little or nothing to do with feminist statements against confined husband-wife relationships, since Roeg pays a rather curious tribute to leading lady and wife Russell by focusing his camera on her at several moments in the film.

The film is devoid of any serious content, and ends up being little more than a collage of some vivid images, such as Martin smashing baby dolls against ornamental model trains. Track 29 is, at least, more coherent than Roeg's previous film, Castaway, and the characters aren't as completely offensive as in Cassavetes, Stanley Myers's music is particularly subtle and effective, but after all the psychoanalysis and history, the film still doesn't leave you with any lasting impression that's worth speaking of.

This is an expanded version of the review that ran in these pages during last month's Boston Film Festival.
POWER HAS ITS PRICE  
BUT ITS LOWER THAN YOU THINK.

SPECIAL POWERMATE I  
BACK TO SCHOOL SALE

40 Meg System Includes:

- 80286 CPU 10MHz
- 640K RAM
- 40MB Hard Disk
- 1.2 MB Floppy
- Serial/Parallel Adapter
- Enhanced Keyboard
- Amber Display
- Monochrome Graphics Adapter
- MS DOS and Basic 3.3

CALL FOR LOWEST PRICES

- POWERMATE I PLUS
- POWERMATE 386/20
- POWERMATE 386/SX
- POWERMATE PORTABLE

Take it to the limit.

NEC
SALES AND SERVICE

MIT Representative  
Philip Tsihlis  
935-1211

Corporate Sales  
28 Cummings Park  
Woburn, MA  
935-1211

* Price based on Miniscribe hard drive, Samsung display, and Everex video adapter.  
Sale price, subject to change without notice, based on cash or certified check.
The Tech Performing Arts Series presents...

MERCE CUNNINGHAM DANCE COMPANY

The Cunningham dance company appears in Boston for the first time in more than a decade. MIT price: $8
John Hancock Hall, October 7 at 8 pm.

JULIAN BREAM
One of the world's most accomplished guitarists gives a recital ranging from Bach to Takemitsu and Lutoslawski. Jordan Hall, October 14 at 8 pm. MIT price: $5

Tickets are on sale at the Technology Community Association, W20-450 in the Student Center. Office hours posted on the door.
Call x3-4885 for further information.

The Tech Performing Arts Series, a service for the entire MIT community, from The Tech, MIT's student newspaper, in conjunction with the Technology Community Association, MIT's student community service organization.

---

Gensym is developing real-time expert systems for on-line, intelligent monitoring and control of large, complex systems. The founders are a team of professionals with extensive experience in Lisp, Artificial Intelligence, User Interface, and Process Control technologies, a strong product orientation, and extensive experience in sales, marketing, and support of real-time expert systems.

Our modern offices are conveniently located in Cambridge near the intersection of Routes 2, 3, and 16, and only steps away from the Alewife "T" rapid transit line.
Gensym provides a unique opportunity for challenging, creative, exciting work as well as for sharing in the growth of a young company.

**Full-time Employment Opportunities**

**Software Development:** Strong Lisp and expert systems background is required. Engineering background, experience in C, and experience with real-time operating systems is helpful.

**Documentation and Training:** Strong technical writing and/or teaching background is required. A computer science or engineering degree is highly desirable. Candidates must be capable of writing impeccable English.

**Sales and Marketing:** Experience in high-technology sales and/or marketing as well as a working knowledge of expert systems and excellent written and verbal communication skills are required.

**Customer Support:** Candidates must have good interpersonal skills and a strong industry background to help customers develop and interface state-of-the-art expert system applications in the areas of process control, telecommunications, manufacturing, flight monitoring, robotics, and financial trading.

Contact: Andreas Hofmann
Gensym Corporation
125 CambridgePark Drive
Cambridge, MA 02140
(617) 547-9606

**SOCIETY OF WOMEN ENGINEERS**

MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY STUDENT SECTION

**10th Annual Career Fair and Banquet**
sponsored by Society of Women Engineers

**Banquet**
Friday, October 14
Reception – 6 pm
Dinner – 7 pm
at the Hyatt Regency, Cambridge
Members FREE, Guests, $12.00

**Career Fair**
Noon – 5 pm
Saturday, October 15
in the Sala de Puerto Rico,
Student Center

Career Fair open to all members of the MIT community

**Banquet tickets on sale in Lobby 10 or call 253-2096.**
Jeff Raikes
General Manager, Applications

Matt BenDaniel
Associate Product Manager

If you are interested in applications, systems, or languages marketing, we want to talk to you. Come find out about employment opportunities at Microsoft.

Brown Bag Lunch
Wednesday, October 19/Noon
Sloan School of Management
You are cordially invited to attend an information seminar and an open house
given by

PROCTER & GAMBLE'S
MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS DIVISION

to discuss career opportunities in:

- Information Systems
- Business Analysis
- Technology Management
- Data Communications
- Operations Research
- Expert Systems

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 13, 1988

Open House:
9 - 5:00 p.m., Lobby 13
Sloan Presentation:
12 - 1:00 p.m., E51-332
General Presentation:
7 - 9:00 p.m., Room 8-205
SWE Career Fair:
12 - 5, Sun., 10/15/88

Brian Barkocy '83
Rich Weaver '85
Chi Luu '86

- Please Bring Your Resume
- Summer Positions Available

With Fortune 500 status, worldwide operations, and 12,000 employees, Procter & Gamble is considered to be "mid-sized." And that's fine. We prefer to think big in terms of achievement. In communications, medicine, finance, law, medicine, pharmacology, physics, telecommunications, aeronautical, civil, mechanical or nuclear engineering,

and Career Center for more information about Varian or forward your resume to Varian Corporate College Relations, 611 Hansen Way, F-130/
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**COLUMBUS DAY SALE**

October 6-12

**HOMEWARES PERSONAL CARE**

$10 OFF

- Black & Decker Automatic Shut-off Iron
  SALE $29.99 originally $39.99
- Black & DeckerAutomatic Shut-off Coffee Machine
  SALE $29.99 originally $39.99, serves 10 cups
- Black & Decker Broiler Toaster Oven
  SALE $19.99 originally $29.99
- Conair Cordless Curling Iron
  SALE $19.99 originally $29.99
- Britta Water Filter System
  SALE $19.95 originally $29.99

$5 OFF

- Dana Lamps
  Clamp, desk, bed & goose neck lamps

25-33% OFF

- Conair Styling Brushes, Curling Irons & Mini Curling Irons

30% OFF

- Selected Coffee/Tea Mugs
  SALE $1.69-5.49 originally $2.50-7.95

25%

- InterDesign Wall Clocks
  SALE $11.99 originally $16

20% OFF

- All Placemats, Napkins & Dishtowels
  SALE $.99-2.39 originally $1.25-3.00

**STREETWEAR MEN**

30% OFF

- Shetland Wool Sweaters
  SALE $36.99 originally $56
  By Terribly Sorry, England

25% OFF

- Code Bleu Denim Jeans
  SALE $33.99-39.99 originally $46-54

25% OFF

- Bugle Boy Pants and Jeans
  SALE $17.99-29.99 originally $25-41

25% OFF

- The MEXX Fall Collection
  SALE $24.99-79.99 originally $34-108
  Blazers, shirts, sweaters, pants & outerwear

25% OFF

- Gooch Sportshirts
  SALE $23.99 originally $32
  100% cotton in terrific stripes

**STREETWEAR WOMEN**

Denim Jeans

SALE $19.95-29.99 originally $42-70
  Calvin Klein, Guess, Used, Edwin

25% OFF

- Early Fall Collections from
  Esprit, MEXX, Triangle
  Steven Sprouse, Jerico
  Skirts, blouses and slacks

25% OFF

- Selected Baryshnikov Bodywear

**STREET LEVEL**

The B.U. Bookstore Mall will be closed
Columbus Day, Monday, October 10.

Rainchecks will not be available on sale items.

**B.U. Bookstore Mall**

KENMORE SQUARE

M-F 9:30-7, Sat 10-6, Sun 12-5 (Sept-May), (617) 267-8484, Major Credit Cards Accepted, Free Parking on Deerfield Street, MBTA Green Line to Kenmore
FREDDY: SOMETIMES I JUST CAN'T DEAL WITH LIFE.

I HAVE A PHILOSOPHY WHICH MIGHT HELP.

WHAT?

EVERYONE SHOULD TRY TO BE LIKE THE FUNCTION €...

NO MATTER HOW MANY TIMES € GETS INTEGRATED OR DIFFERENTIATED YOU STILL GET GOOD OLD €!

---

**Graduate Study**

in

**Aerospace Engineering**

at

**Georgia Tech**

Major areas of study and research:

- Aerodynamics
- Aeroelasticity
- Combustion
- Computational Fluid Dynamics
- Computer-Aided Design
- Flight Mechanics & Controls
- Propulsion
- Rotary Wing Technology
- Structural Dynamics
- Structures – Dynamics

**Write or call:**

Dr. C. V. Smith, Graduate Coordinator
School of Aerospace Engineering
Georgia Institute of Technology
Atlanta, Georgia 30332
(404) 894-6046
Women's tennis wins impressively over Brandeis

By Paul McKenzie

The MIT women's tennis team overcame a tough Brandeis University squad for its seventh win of the season on Sunday. Inclement weather forced the match indoors, keeping under wraps MIT's tennis bubble.

Although the final score was 6-3 overall, the women's tennis team outplayed Brandeis University with a strong showing from Gymnastics.

At the 20:50 mark, this was also the MIT men's win over Brandeis University last Friday. MIT won the meet on the top-five runners all finishing in the top five with a score of 24.

Men's soccer loses 3-1 in the rain

By Shawn Musrai

On a swamy Steinbrunner Stadium field, a trio of captains -- from three different universities -- stood together on the rain-soaked turf. The MIT men's soccer squad lost 3-1 to a more experienced Brandeis squad.

Brandeis started the game by controlling the MIT defense, but the stubborn Engineers did not allow the goal until 7:45 into the game. This shot was saved nicely by co-captain Gary Rahl '89.

Men's Varsity Soccer

Finally, Tech broke through and managed a shot of their own at the 20:50 mark. This was also saved, but soon afterwards the ball rolled out of bounds, giving MIT a corner kick. Just then, as if on cue, it started to rain more heavily. Undercooked, Mark Bailey '91 lobbed the corner kick from the left and, Kent McCord '93 headed the ball, allowing MIT to grab a 1-0 lead.

Brandeis' frustration continued with a yellow-card penalty at 29:11 for a tackle too much. Unfortunately, the game continued frustratingly for the Engineers.

In a game seemingly filled with opportunities, the clock showed:

Women's cross country

Women's cross country

Grabs win at Brandeis

By Gabrielle Rocap

The women's cross country team won its first victory of the season by a large margin at Brandeis University on Friday. The first five runners all finished among the top eight, combining for 24 points. Brandeis was second with 42, followed by Bab- ron College and Trinity College with 56.

"Everyone ran a good race," said captain Andrea McNich '91, who finished first overall with a time of 19:00 on the five-kilometer course. Other top performances were turned in by Chris Gable '91, first; Katherine Alvord '91 (20:10) and Stacy Holender '92 (20:22), who finished fourth, fifth and sixth respectively. The men's race was followed closely by Kim McNeel '92 and Charlie Gionnetti '90, who ended up sixth.

Both players seemed to use the first few games as a warm-up with each making her share of errors. However, by the second set players began to chase down loose balls. Both were also doing a lot of running. Finally, the two players played about the same, their points decided more on the quality of their shots. Goh '92 and Theresa Fuenlabrada '92 both finished in the top five with times of 19:01 on the five-kilometer course.

"Everyone ran a good race," said captain Anne McVeigh '89. "It was a total team effort" and "every- one contributed" for the win, she said. Royer also called the win "a very rewarding match" — this was the first time MIT has beaten Brandeis in the last four years.
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